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8:03 PM We are glad to announce we officially released a new and new version of the popular Bikontingent 3D (v3.2.9.0) software for automobile animation, rendering and post-production. We work hard and are happy to share with you this latest version of the premium software that is already used by thousands of professionals to facilitate the creation of their own animated 3D movies (Videos)
for quick and simple use. The new major release contains: - One frame per second animation capabilities - Improved Render and Post Processing - New CMY color space - New Sony (Neutral) masking and soft shading - New text fonts - New transfer format option for XviD files (MP4) - New Bikontingent 3D logo - New Animated Stickman - New 3D Support for popular engines: Maya (3ds
Max), Softimage XSI, Quakes and Xdv - The DVD option of the movie canvas for quick and easy management of folders and DVDs - New VFX Plugins: Static and Dynamic Fosline for compositing, LensFlare and Cataract for lens flares and VFX - Fixed various bugs and stability improvements - Newly added: Import various formats of planes (.obj),.max,.3ds,.ai files as well as.map and.pmd

file formats - Newly added: Support for large scale real-time renderings - Newly added: Seamless transition effects - Newly added: New look and functionality for the moodle-file-manager - Newly added: User-friendly interface - Newly added: Vimeo and YouTube API support - Newly added: New Android/iPhone/iPad application (also available for free download on Google Play / iTunes) This
new version works with an overview of almost all the features available in our premium software and is ideally suited for use with the following animation and rendering software: The quality of the work depends on the quality of the resources. Thanks to the Bikontingent 3D Software team for continuing to develop quality software for the movie industry! Movie studio Bikontingent is the leading

developer of 3D animation, visual effects, rendering and compositing software for motion graphics professionals and makers of animated films and TV series. For over ten years, their software has been in the top 3e33713323
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